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PRODUCT LIST

Ⅰ.  Note & Paper

      1. Planner

          - Day Planner (Soft cover/Hard cover)

          - Weekly Planner (Soft cover)

          - Monthly Planner (Hard cover)

          - Classic Planner (Hard cover)

      2.  Note

          - Black (7mm Line)

          - White (4mm Grid)

      3.  Paper

          - Square Manuscript Paper (50 Sheet)

          - Grid Paper (50 Sheet)

          - Blank Paper (50 Sheet)

          - B6 Binder Refill (7 types)

          - A5 Binder Refill (5 types)

          - Clip Paper (3 types)

Ⅱ.  Coloring

           - Ink Color Chart Card

           - Ink Palette Color Chart 

           - Ink Color Chart Sticker
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｜ Reservoir Day Planner - Soft Cover ｜

｜ Reservoir Note - Black ｜

Ⅰ. Note & Paper

｜ Reservoir Day Planner - Hard Cover ｜

｜ Reservoir Note - White ｜

Jaquere designs premium notes and papers, which are suitable for fountain pen and dip pen. Based 

on users' experience, all the redundants are removed, and the only essential and useful layouts 

remain. Not only fountain pen users, but those who write a lot such as students, writers, diary 

users, white collars can use Jaquere notes and paper in their daily life.  
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1. Planner 
Day Planner - Soft Cover

<Reservoir Day Planner> is a '100 days' planner with simple layout of 'To-do List.' The planner is 

filled with 50 sheets of 140g/m² thick papers which have little transperancy. Also, the premium 

paper 'Reservoir' is suitable for a fountain pen and dip pen. Each side of the planner can bear hard 

pen pressure and leaves no marks. One can check 24 hours in a day in 10 minutes units. 

A5 Size (148x210mm)

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$6 50 100 $3.60 $3.30 $3.00 $2.82 $2.70

HS CODE 4820 10
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1. Planner 
Day Planner - Hard Cover

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$9 40 80 $5.40 $4.95 $4.50 $4.23 $4.05

<Reservoir Day Planner> is a '100 days' planner with simple layout of 'To-do List.' The planner is 

filled with 50 sheets of 140g/m² thick papers which have little transperancy. Also, the premium 

paper 'Reservoir' is suitable for a fountain pen and dip pen. Each side of the planner can bear hard 

pen pressure and leaves no marks. One can check 24 hours in a day in 10 minutes units. 

HS CODE 4820 10

A5 Size (148x210mm)
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1. Planner 
Weekly Planner - Soft Cover

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$6 50 100 $3.60 $3.30 $3.00 $2.82 $2.70

On <Reservoir Weekly Planner>, one can write down week plans on the left, and details on the 

right. The planner is filled with 50 sheets of 140g/m² thick papers which have little transperancy. 

Also, the premium paper 'Reservoir' is suitable for a fountain pen and dip pen. Each side of the 

planner can bear hard pen pressure and leaves no marks. 

HS CODE 4820 10

A5 Size (148x210mm)
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1. Planner 
Monthly Planner - Hard Cover

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$9 40 80 $5.40 $4.95 $4.50 $4.23 $4.05

<Reservoir Monthly Planner> is composed of simple 12 months planner and 37 weeks planner. The 

planner is filled with 50 sheets of 140g/m² thick papers which have little transperancy. Also, the 

premium paper 'Reservoir' is suitable for a fountain pen and dip pen. Each side of the planner can 

bear hard pen pressure and leaves no marks. 

HS CODE 4820 10

A5 Size (148x210mm)
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1. Planner 
Classic Planner - Hard Cover

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$9 40 80 $5.40 $4.95 $4.50 $4.23 $4.05

<Reservoir Classic Planner> is composed of simple 14 months planner and 70pages of 7mm line 

layout. The planner is filled with 50 sheets of 140g/m² thick papers which have little transperancy. 

Also, the premium paper 'Reservoir' is suitable for a fountain pen and dip pen. Each side of the 

planner can bear hard pen pressure and leaves no marks.

HS CODE 4820 10

A5 Size (148x210mm)
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2. Note 
Black Note (7mm Line)

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$6 50 100 $3.60 $3.30 $3.00 $2.82 $2.70

<Reservoir Note> is 50 sheets A5 size note with 140g/m² thick papers which have little 

transperancy. One can use fountain pen and dip pen on <Reservoir Note> leaving no ink smear. 

Each side of the note can bear hard pen pressure and leaves no marks. 

HS CODE 4820 20

A5 Size (148x210mm)
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2. Note 
White Note (4mm Grid)

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$6 50 100 $3.60 $3.30 $3.00 $2.82 $2.70

<Reservoir Note> is 50 sheets A5 size note with 140g/m² thick papers which have little 

transperancy. One can use fountain pen and dip pen on <Reservoir Note> leaving no ink smear. 

Each side of the planner can bear hard pen pressure and leaves no marks. 

HS CODE 4820 20

A5 Size (148x210mm)
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3. Paper 
Square Manuscript Paper (50 Sheet)

<Reservoir Paper> is 50 sheets A5 size paper with 140g/m² thick papers which have little 

transperancy. One can use fountain pen and dip pen on <Reservoir Paper> leaving no ink smear.

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$4 50 50 $2.40 $2.20 $2.00 $1.88 $1.80

HS CODE 4820 20

A5 Size (148x210mm)
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3. Paper 
Grid Paper (50 Sheet)

<Reservoir Paper> is 50 sheets A5 size paper with 140g/m² thick papers which have little 

transperancy. One can use fountain pen and dip pen on <Reservoir Paper> leaving no ink smear.

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$4 50 50 $2.40 $2.20 $2.00 $1.88 $1.80

HS CODE 4820 20

A5 Size (148x210mm)
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3. Paper 
Blank Paper (50 Sheet)

<Reservoir Paper> is 50 sheets A5 size paper with 140g/m² thick papers which have little 

transperancy. One can use fountain pen and dip pen on <Reservoir Paper> leaving no ink smear.

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$4 50 50 $2.40 $2.20 $2.00 $1.88 $1.80

HS CODE 4820 20

A5 Size (148x210mm)
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3. Paper 
B6 Binder Refill (7 types)

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$5 60 60 $3.00 $2.75 $2.50 $2.35 $2.25

<Reservoir 6 Ring Diary Paper> is 50 sheets of 'Reservoir papers' with various layouts. One can fill 

<Reservoir 6 Ring Diary Paper> in a 6 holes binder. Reservoir Paper is  140g/m² thick paper which 

can be also used with fountain pen and dip pen. By editing contents by one's own, user can make 

unique diary.   

HS CODE 4820 10

B6 Size (128x182mm)
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｜ 6 Ring diary paper Spec ｜
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｜ Dot ｜ ｜ Blank ｜

｜ Line ｜ ｜ Grid ｜
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｜ Weekly Planner ｜

｜ Day Planner ｜ ｜ 2 Days Planner ｜
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3. Paper 
A5 Binder Refill (5 types)

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$5 50 50 $3.00 $2.75 $2.50 $2.35 $2.25

<Reservoir 6 Ring Diary Paper> is 50 sheets of 'Reservoir papers' with various layouts. One can fill 

<Reservoir 6 Ring Diary Paper> in a 6 holes binder. Reservoir Paper is  140g/m² thick paper which 

can be also used with fountain pen and dip pen. By editing contents by one's own, user can make 

unique diary.   

HS CODE 4820 10

A5 Size (148x210mm)
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｜ 6 Ring diary paper Spec ｜
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｜ Dot ｜ ｜ 4 Days Planner ｜

｜ Line ｜ ｜ Grid ｜
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｜ Blank ｜
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3. Paper 
Clip Paper (3 types)

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$4 200 50 $3.00 $2.75 $2.50 $2.35 $2.25

<Clip Paper> is 10 sheets of high-quality Paper which can put in the twin-ring notebook over A5 

size. By editing contents by one's own, user can make unique notebook. Clip paper is 350g/m² thick 

paper which has an appropriate rough and soft pulp texture. It has little transparency by using any 

writing supplies such as pencil, highlighter, gel ink ball pen and fountain pen. 

HS CODE 4820 10

A5 Size (144x190mm)
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｜ Monthly ｜

｜ To do list ｜ ｜ Weekly ｜
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｜ Ink Palette Color Chart ｜

｜ Ink Color Cahrt Card ｜

｜ Ink Color Chart Sticker ｜

｜ Ink Color Chart Sticker ｜

Ⅱ. Coloring

Jaquere makes devices helping ink users fulfill their needs, collecting and sorting inks which they 

own. 'Impression Paper', which is a professional paper, not just bears ink pen, but shows various 

aspects of the inks such as sheen, color divison and so on.   
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Coloring 
Ink Color Chart Card

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$56 100 100 $3.60 $3.30 $3.00 $2.82 $2.70

<Ink Color Chart Card> is made of 100 sheets of 'Impression Paper' in 50x90mm size. Users can 

easily color inks on the ink bottle shape illust and sort ink cards in their order. Impression Paper 

shows various aspects of the ink such as sheen, color division and so on. Even sellers use <Ink Color 

Chart Card> as an ink sample paper for the customers.  The cards are safely contained in a plastic 

case. 

HS CODE 4820 90

(50x90mm)
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Coloring 
Ink Palette Color Chart (3 types)

<Ink Palette Color Chart> is palette shape impression papers in 3 different size. Users can easily 

color inks on the palette and categorize their ink in diverse theme. Impression Paper shows various 

aspects of the ink such as sheen, color division and so on. 

① 100x148mm / ② B6 Size (128x182mm) / ③ A5 Size (148x210mm)

No.
List 

price

1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

① $6 80 40 $3.60 $3.30 $3.00 $2.82 $2.70

② $6.5 60 60 $3.90 $3.58 $3.25 $3.06 $2.93

③ $7 50 50 $4.20 $3.85 $3.50 $3.29 $3.15

HS CODE 4820 90

① 100x148mm / ② B6 Size (128x182mm) / ③ A5 Size (148x210mm)
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｜ ③ A5 (148x210) ｜

｜ ① 100x148 ｜ ｜ ② B6 (128x182) ｜
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Coloring 
Ink Color Chart Sticker (4 types)

List price
1 Box 

Quantity
M.O.Q

Price range

~200 201~520 521~1000 1001~2000 2001~

$6 200 50 $3.60 $3.30 $3.00 $2.82 $2.70

By coloring ink on the pure white sticker sheets, one can put the stickers on wherever one wants. 

Since <Ink Color Chart Sticker> is made of 'Impression Paper' which has great expressiveness of ink, 

users can easily make the unique style ink sticker by own. Putting stickers orderly, <Ink Color chart 

Sticker> can sort inks in various categories. Also with the stickers, one can decorate diary, post 

card, note and so forth. 

HS CODE 4911 99

B6 Size (128x182mm)
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｜ 25mm Square ｜ ｜ 53x7mm Rectangle ｜

｜ 20mm Round ｜ ｜ 25mm Round ｜



                                                      * National Code : 82 (South Korea) 

International Development Department 

Youn Hui Kyoung｜Manager               buzzi@abledesignent.com

                                                               +82  10. 4125. 0440

Lee Ki Ok｜Manager                               kiok@abledesignent.com

                                                               +82  10. 2059. 6602

Corp ABLE DESIGN ENTERTAINMENT_Wearingeul / Jaquere / Synav 
 

Address  301, 77, Jungang-ro 1261beon-gil, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do,                    

                 Republic of Korea

Customer Center  +82  31. 969. 0117

E-mail  official@abledesignent.com

CONTACT


